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 gen It does nothing And the computer starts to load the bios or something and then just stops loading. Nothing else happens. It
is like the computer freezes and nothing happens. markus: That's a "no" from me But it does not even give me the chance to

take a picture of the screen. No it works in windows xp as well as in linux. markus: You need to keep it in the bios or something,
it looks like there was a problem writing it to the disk Maybe. I will try a different IDE in order to see if that works If so I will

come back here with the solution. Sorry for my english. But I think it's really important to find a solution for this problem
because otherwise my computer would not work in any case. I do not think that the swap would be a problem. Thank you for
your help. markus: I was able to get it to boot using a windows disk, so it is possible that it isn't a linux problem hello tk sorry

for this question, is there any Ubuntu tablet? markus: Still, I don't understand why it is taking so long to load tablet is more
useful and it will be a good partner of my laptop I want that.. but its a little expensive markusoft_pl: It's certainly possible ok

thanks for your answers markusoft_pl: There is a community edition of Ubuntu which comes with many of the apps and the UI
is closer to Android's markusoft_pl: what you are looking for is "reference 82157476af
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